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TR405 PULSE PROPAGATION INtO WATER

by

Hans .J. Schmitt

Division .of Engineering and Applied Physics

Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

The transmission of short unidirectional plane-wave pulses into

water and solutions of sodium chloride has been investigated experimentally.

The time sequence of the transient response for incident pulses with a

duration of several nanoseconds ,is observed at various depths in the

electrolyte. The dispersion of the pulse. is mainly due to the ionic conduct-

ance of the solution. For -very rapid polarizing forces the relaxation

associated with the hindered rotation of the water molecules also contributes

to the dispersion. Unlike the exponential attenuation of sinusoidal signals

in conducting media, for short pulses the maximum response ultimately

follows an inverse cube law with increasing depth. The experimental

res~ults •are compared to the calculated transient response obtained from

an approximate theory. The agreement is excellent.
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INTRODUCTION

The peculiar dispersion of transient electromagnetic signalsin

conducting media has been discussed theoretically in several recent papers.

Richards [1] analyzes the radiation of short unidirectional pulses by

electric and magnetic dipoles immersed in a conducting medium, The

asymptotic behavior of the transient response at great distance~s from the

source excited by a Dirac impulse shows a smooth but relatively fast rise

followed by a slow drop in the signal level. The maximum of the response

proceeds at a slow speed. The speed,moreoverdecreases with distance

and, coincidentally, is equal to the sound velocity at a distance of about

1 km . The amplitude of the maximum response decreases in a manner

inversely proportional to the cube of the distance, while the entire pulse

is progressively smoothed outi in time resulting from the increase in

relative importance of lower frequency components at. larger distances.

This asymptotic behavior has been directly derived by Zisk [2] using a

saddlepoint integration in the transfer integral. Anderson and Moore [3]

have investigated the energy frequency spectrum of electromagnetic pulses

in a conductingmedium.

For communication purposes, for example through sea -water,

pulse excitation does not appear advantageous, since for any appreciable

distance, i. e. , more than 1 m , the energy contained in the higher

'frequency components of the pulse is essentially~dissipated. Also the

-1-
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long-time spread in the response at greater distances prevents rapid

modulation of the pulse sequence in amplitude or pulse position. Pulsoe

dispers'ion in conducting media is~also important in the study of shielding

effectiveness for transient electromagnetic signals. Harrison [4]

investigated the pulse transmission through metallic plates and shielding

enclosures using a high-speed computer.

The radiation of pulses, for example under water, is difficult to

investigate experimentally since any physical antenna in itself represents

a dispersive system [5] , [6] , whichhas to be taken into account for a

comparison with theoretically determined responses. A simpler

situation which can be directly subjected to experimental comparison is the

transmigssion of normally incid- .- lane unidirectional pulses into a

conducting medium, The analogy between TEM-1mode propagation and

transmission-line propagation allows the observation of the trans.ient

response inside a coaxial line, as indeed the original analytical solution

of the propagation of transients in lossy media has been specifically

concerned with dispersion in transmission lines [7] , [8].

It is the aim of this investigation to give a c~omparison-of experimental

observations and analytical results for the dispersion of short pulses

propagating through an air-liquid interface to various depths in water or

aqueous, electrolytic solutions of different conductivity. In particular,

the transition from a relatively well-preserved pulse shape at a small
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depth in the conducting solution to the ultimate asymptotic form for large

depths is investigated. In aqueous s~olutions.a loss mechanism and an

associated dispersion arise due to the hindered rotation of the water

molecules in addition to the ionic conductivity. Although the relaxation

.time, 9'R - 0.94 10- 11sec [9] is extremely short compared to the rise

time of the d~uration.of the pulse actually used, the absorption is shown

experimentally in the smoothing out of the initial discontinuity of the

precursor signal. For solutions with negligible conductivity an.approximate

analysis indicates how, in principle, the relaxation time can be measured

directly by observation of the transient response,

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

For the detailed observation of pulse dispersion over relatively

small distances repetitive pulses with durations of 20 nsec and 60 nsec

and a rise time of approximately 0. 25 nsec supplied by a mer.cury switch

pulse generator have been •used, The pulses ,are led through a 20 dB

matched attenuator and a 3' section of 50 ohm cable (RG8U) to the test

line. The test line consists of an air-filled stainless steel coaxial line

with matched characteristic resistance of 50 ohms and a length of 1

meter. Mounted in a vertical position it is partially or fully filled with

the electrolytic solution through a small inlet near the bottom. The liquid

is contained by a thin Teflon membrane with lateral support sleeves, Fig. 1.

With a thickness of the membrane of 0. 025" no degrading of the pulse

shape in the empty line could be observed.
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The test line is terminated in a reflection-free transition to a 3A

section of RG 8U cable leading directly to the input of a Tektronix 611

sampling scope. The time base of the scope is triggered from the end

of the pulse-forming section of coaxial line by connecting the inner conductor

through a resistor of 5 kiloohms in series with~a capacitor of 10pLpF to the

trigger input. The advantage of this triggering procedure isthat the initial

rise of the pulse is preserved and no unnecessary degrading junctions are

introduced into the transmission path of the signal. Reflections from the

air-water interface are absorbed without reflection in. the 20 dB attenuator.

In this s-cheme the transmission through a slab of liquid is

measured. If the observation is restricted to the first transmitted pulse

only, the signal observed on the oscilloscope is proportional to

A
V = TV(tz) (1)

where V(t, z) represents the voltage at the depth z in a semi-

infinite medium and T the transmission coefficient of the interface

between the liquid and air. For a liquid of complex relative dielectric

constant c '= E + JE and a conductivity a- the plane wave
r r r

transmission coefficient is

T = z (2)1.
I+

+ 07r c

In the frequency range relevant to the experiment, the real part of

the dielectric constant of water is E r 78.2, The loss term varies
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with frequency. Hence, T lies between 1. 8 and 2. 0 The additional

dispersion in this transmission is negligible and for the correlation of the

observed respons.e to the results calculated for a semi-infinite liquid

medium a value of 1. 8 has been assumed throughout. The elimination of

multiple reflections is automatically achieved for solutions with sufficiently

high conductivity in view of the relatively large absorption in the conducting

medium, For extremely low conductivity the dispersion is small enough

s -that for the chosen pulse length the secondary reflections are separated

in time.

Electrolytic solutions were prepared by dissolving s;odium chloride

in distilled water.. All measurements were taken.at room temperature

(250 C). The conductivity values, a- , are calculated from tabulated values

5
of loss tangents measured at 10 c/sec [10] . Thefollowing values are

considered

-4distilled water T- 10 [mho]

•0. 01 molar. 0.1 1

.0:03 " .315 @

0.'1 1.0

"2.75

"0. 5 4.33

Sea water corresponds approximately to a 0. 5 molar solution of sodium

chloride.

0:,, ,, •

© 0
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.

The original unidirectional pulse with a duration of 20 nsec after

transmission through the empty test line is shown in Fig. 2 . The rise time

observed is essentially that of the oscilloscope, approximately 0.35 nsec

Negligible ringing is observed at the leading edge. It results from internal

* reflections in the pulsegenerator and coaxial junctions, The trailing edge for

both the pulse shown and'the longer pulse (60 nse.c ) reveals a small rounding-off,

sirniilar to the effect which arises if a' small capacitance is connected in parallel

to'a transmission.line, Such.capacitive effects occur due to junctions of coaxial

systems with different.ge6metry and the behav*ior of electromagnetic fields in

the j uncti h .one.-.:.. [ ..1

(1) RelaxationDis er ion .* . •.

For'the test.li•ne filled ývith distilled water tothree different levels,

the transfeint response Ashpwn in Fig,. 3.. .'In'distilled water the

"absorption over distances- considered here, i. e., up to about I meter, is
• o0

negligible.. The sequence of pulses arising from multiple reflections in

the water slab is clearly shown in the exposure with the longer time scale.

•.The exposures withe -shortei time sileof f nsec per major division

show the leading".edgeeof-the first pulse transmitted only. While for
0

"a non-conducting non-dispersive medium the rise time of the incident0

00
* . ...* . .: '. .. .0

.. : .\ .. 0
0.

00r., o• '• •
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pulse should be preserved, it is s;een that the leading edge is smoothed out

progressively with increasing distance. This effect. arises from the

relaxation dispersion associated with the hindered rotation of the water

molecules. For -a simple relaxation effect,the complex dielectric constant

of a non-conducting medium is .represented by [12]

,tS
+r 0o + jwrR (3)

where S c5 - E defines .the total decrease in'the'dielectric constant

from eS measured statically and E. measured far beyond the

relaxation frequency. The response observed at soorne depth .z below the

surface at z = 0 to a Dirac pulse incident from air,. (veloci.ty of.. light c)'is

+c .- jit + j Z~%+S1jT~
1 V e . . •

* V~~z)=~-3  . *.dw.......(4).

1+~ ~~ E ý+S(1J R)

Since the actual pulse has a fi~nite rise-time,, the integration. should be

extended only up to frequencies of approximately- 1.000 Mc/'sec.,' the limit

*of the oscilloscope. Hence,.~ « and the integral may be 'simplified

by neglecting the dispe rsive, term in the denominator, -while ret ainin~g it~

in firs.t order in'the exponent, * ..

2

+0 -- •o-- W.,.

ITL+./co -'jt+ jZ

~~..

V (tl z) I e% A. 2. e Xd . . ..
7T, .

00 f |• ,"
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whe re T t -is the delay in a non-dispersive medium, and
c/Cs

IC ES 0 0

*The respons~e to a Dirac pulse is .propgrtional. to the time derivative

of the response't~o *a step function: If the incident- signal is given'by

6r~~ ~ ~ vý.fe...in t~o o .ufcetl

orb teladn ~ato asficety ogpusthe'.response is

Vs~~) 0 I e dTf()

determfined * in's pection' of 'the' b'ehavior-at large

tie.The'in~tbgratio n result 1na rro
ili mi6r*rfunction

VP( t,z 1+ý 1

0 E

It is seen in Fig. 3 that the response -to a s tep ii eed esembles the

Seha~vior ais gi'ven.by" Eq. 7 The sýteepest',ris~e for'step excitation occurs:-

.4 n'this approximation at 'r=,. 0 nd isnumerically givýen by .Eq. 5 G

'after multiplication -with the amplitude fa~ctor V*: ."The. gradient. at.
0 0

,' 0decrieaseis7 in a manner proportional tthe squa~re 'roo'o et

00

00
Vo

000
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of observation. The evaluation of the rise times observed experimentally

gives an average value of the relaxation time 'rR - 1.24 10 sec

"about 30 /0. larger than the published value. For an accurate determination,

the. integral 4 has. to be. solved. -Although interesting for a discussion

* . of. transient propagaý.tion in media showing..relaxation dispersion, it is not

A t" here. . , , • .

'It s*1.uld be"note' that in'all 1ater rie'sudts on the transient response
""in conducting liquids"the initialprecurs.or is*not a* discontinuous step but

princti'uiple,-sot rnstd
shows, in'prin'ciple, a smooth'transitidn similar to'that found for distilled water.

(2) Conductivity Dispersion

The. eperimental results for. pulse:dispersion in sal.water are
'• . • . .... . •

"reproduced in.Figs..i 4-8 Fdr the lowest concentration, a 0.01 molar .

".solution of NaCI with ""0'.. 1mho Fig..4, only the. response to a 20 nsec.

pulse is shown,- since.thel. re sp6nse .. to a longer pulse would-be perturbed due

"tb ins ufficient' attentuationretweein mrultiple reflections over shorter distances.

"Indeed; the effect"6f. firt.m ultiply.'-.refle'cted.pulse is still .slightly visible in

the observation.of the 60.'nsec pulse for the, next higher concentration (o-'= 0. 315)

over the. smallest depth measured, _Fig.* 6 a. *Allother responses represent

. .essentially the directly trarnsmitted, pulse.only...

© •.. . . • .'-. •.•.. •...* .* .* .

;.:.." :.. .. ! .. '... • .. •0.

0" . . . • • . • ,,,

.. . . . . . . - . :: . ". ,•,
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FIG. 5 TRANSMISSION OF 20nsec

PULSE INTO 0,03 MOLAR

(a) NaCt SOLUTION. INPUT
VOLTAGE 4.8 V

(a) z 0,35m, 5 nsediv 50 mV/

div 7 div
(b) z 0 0.7m M " , i v

(C)) z =O.91.8m ,HUE! z 20 'se/d v
.U.....___._._-_

(C)

(d)

SFIG, 6 .SAME AS FIG. 5, PULSE
DURATION 60nsec

(a)
"..(a) z '0, 3 5m, 20 sediv 50 m iv

'". . .. "'(b) .z 0.5 25 mn; I

.c) z. O.7m ,20mV

(d)z 0.918.

(C) -_ (d)

"o"6• .
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.FIr :;.RA~f~SIO ~E 0 sec.. PULSES -INTO ."ELECTROLYTES. IN P UT
VOLTAGE ,4**B8.V,

KEY'o da-d, 0.'3 MOLA'R Nop -SOLUTION_

AD, O.ThLAR N atf' SOLUTION ..

z [T)-. JI.\K :5CA [ser SENSITIVITY Ad~~j ..

A!. 0..17-5 20.10
b ... O.035 .- 20. . .. . 5 ; *

. '0.35 50 .. ~ . 2.

'C. 0.7 .200-. 0.6'
*d -0,918- 200 Q 6

D -0.918 500 0,6
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A qualitative appraisal of the different pulse responses observed

shows that. for low conductivity and a small depth of observation the

initial respons;e is a rapid rise and thereafter a slow decrease until the

"pulse ends., Fig. 4a. (Time increases .to the left in the figures). As the

depth of observation is increased, the top of the pulse flattens, Fig. 4b

and with further increases in depth ultimately starts rising as in Fig. 4c.

For. a larger conductivity, Fig.. 5, a- 0. 31.5, the same transition takes

placeata'huch ireduced.depth of'obserýa'tion.. For the same depth as in

.. Fig. 4a, *it is seen in Fi'g ' 5a, .. that the pulse top already starts rising. If,

for the'higher..conductivity, the point.6f obs.ervation is 'Moved deeper into

the electrolyte the initial sharp.step decreases in amplitude., Fig: 5b -and

Sc" arid als6 Fig. 6a-"d for the..loiiger test-pulse. :After the termination of

-the pulse.ja. slow*drop in voltage is obs~erved.'

With increasing'coniductivity; F.ig..' 7 and.Fig, 8 this initial

" . transition occurs -at even shorter distances, in a..depthfof a few centimeters.

In the range of depth considere'd in.thei experiment, the transient:response

• ".. ."no longer "resembles the .original plse... With'increasing distance, e. g.
c an' . asy ptti ." . .se, . .a.

for a depth of ro~roe than' SO :m. in sea'water, a

is observed which shows an initial'srho.oth rise and a slightly slower 'decay'

of.the signal level in time.. Writh in'creas:fng. distanceand increasing

"conductivity the entire pulse is progressively spread out. in time. In sea

water, for example, a 60 nsec pulse is spread to about 1. 5 p se c

"in .a distance .of roughly 1 meter.
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A point.of recent discussion Eqs.. .1 - 3 has been the fact that the

maximum amplitude :of the transient response to short unidirectional

pulses decreases only as l/z3 as compared to the much more rapid

exponential attenuation of c:ontinuous wave signals. While,of course, each

Fourier component of the original pulse spectrum is exponentially

attenuated, the slowexrdamping of the transient responseis a result of

dispersion and the increasing importance of lower frequency components

at large distances.

In the case..of a plane-wave transition into the liquid, the transient

response at z for an incident step function signal. of amplitude V is
0

.2jV o .P r + L
Vs(Z, t). 2 0' . dp .(8).

- 'o p [ + .r + ] E

0

Relaxation losses have been neglected in Eq. 8 .. In view of the large

value of Er =78. 2 the first term in the bracket in.the denominator may

be neglected .too.With the substitution of p = x - it follows from
Ze E

Eq. 8 that o r

S+joo 2+(r 2
2~ E' * xt-- T E ix-(,

-2j V r. . roor

Vs(z, t) e o e dx

.,27r E r x2
2 *o r -* x- 2ZoEr"

(9)
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This integral is listed in [1.3] , The approximate transient response to

an. -incident step function signal. at a depth z is

ZeC r

(10
o- e 

Vo 
)?2O~ 

: 
z_

"The transifent response calculated from Eq. '10 is plotted in Fig.. 9 as a

function of the depth'of observation for.the thre'e highes~t conductivities

used in the experiment. 'The transient response of a pulse of duration

T sec, f6llows frofl Eq. 10 i~n view of the. linearity of the system and,
* 0

causality,:. :

t). , 0.(z t t<. +T

V c ... r p

-. --(zt t . .t •- T + T (11)
" .. p ... 'S .. • cp '

c ~r p

The time sequerica of the transient signal calculated from Eqs. 10 and 11

' is.pl6tted-.in Fig.. 10 and1I for a- 0. 315 mho and o- i mho. It is

*:" . "" clearly s~een" that the calculated response agrees precisely with the

observed wave shappes. A small deviation between the slope of the pulse

top for. the long exciting pulse in the case of a- = 0. 315 mho and z = 0. 35

. meter is explained by the fact, that here in the experimental observation,

the secondaryy reflection arrives before the direct pulse has ended. This

reflection essentially adds a small component to the later part in the .

direct pulse response.
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For greater depthis or larger conductivities the shape of the

transient response due to an incident step function signal is given by the

asymptotic form of Eq. 10
2'•0" Z

4c 2 C
0vs(z t) 2 e (12

S 7T atz
0

The, signal ultimately decreases in a manner inversely proportional to

distance. For an inciden.t pulse with a -duration T << rise time of the
p

step function response, tlie corresponding approximation is
2

"T- z 2
2T4C 2 eo~ 4c -t- -- )

2T0

VP e 0 3 (13)

. 3 t

-3Asymptoticallythe signal decreas es in a manner proportional to z

3 T) r
z V (z , 7 -f f( -'2

This response is'shown in Fig. 12 and is a good approximation of the

experimental te.sult for a = -4,33 mho (-' sea water). It is noteworthy

that for pulses the response changes polarity and approaches the steady

state from the negative side, A comparison of. calculated maxima of

the transient response and measured values for both the short pulse of
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(Vp) max 0- 0

S= 0.315STEP FUNCTION
i0-1 THEORY PULSE Tp = 60 n sec

PULSE Tp = 20 n sec

EA 60 n sec PULSE
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0 00

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
z Em]

FIG. 13 MAXIMUM RESPONSE OF TRANSIENT PULSES
PROPAGATING INTO CONDUCTING MEDIUM
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20 nsec *and the longer pulse of 60 nsec is shown in Fig. 13 . The agreement

is excellent.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental observation of pulse propagation into conducting media

and the good agreement obtained with an approximate theory substantiates the

arguments previously made against the feasibility of pulse communication

under water. The inherent dispersion and the slow speed of propagation are

disadvantages in the rapid transfer of information, and energy contained in the

higher frequency components is wasted for communication over greater distances.

The results obtained are also directly applicable to problems arising

in shielding against radio interferences. The expression 10 , if multiplied

by a factor two, give.s directly the electric field strength behind a conducting

wall illuminated by a plane wave with a unidirectional. step in electric field

strength. The same applies to-Eq. 11 for an incident pulse and the corresponding

approximations 12 and 13 . The condition to be imposed is that multiple

reflections should be negligible, or they may be taken into account individually

and added to form the response for a finite slab.

The agreement between experimentally observed pulse dispersion due

to relaxation processes with the approximate theoretical result is not entirely

satisfactory. It should be possible to extend this analysis, particularly.with

respect to relaxation processes that have critical times comparable to the

pulse duration and the pulse rise time.
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